WHITE PAPER
CLOWN WORLD
BRINGING DE-FI NFT JOURNALISM TO THE MASSES

ABSTRACT
Clown World Finance is a decentralized, open source project focused on bringing freedom
of speech to the world of journalism.
Our goal is to fight censorship by governments and media corporations by providing an
immutable, decentralized news platform for journalists all over the world. Clown World will use
an NFT marketplace, token yield farms and DEX models to fund continued community
development and push initiatives towards building an informed, free global society.
To accomplish this, we are developing a news platform where articles and documents
submitted to our platform will be minted into NFT’s and distributed world wide. The articles
will be stored decentrally and cryptographically signed for authenticity, making them both
immutable and resistant to censorship. Readers can subscribe to journalists to automatically
receive content and support them in return. The Clown World developers have already hired
programmers to develop the platform using their own funds.
The $HONK token will be the currency used on the exchange to mint new NFT articles for
distribution. Once this basic functionality has been established, further uses of $HONK will be
explored. One of the key uses of $HONK will be to tip and support the independent journalists
and community members who contribute to the goals of the project.

ARE YOU SERIOUS? WHY CLOWN WORLD?
For such a serious topic of free speech, why base the platform off a clown meme? Why not
call the project something dignified like ‘Free Speech Finance’ or ‘Journalism Token’? How can
you be taken seriously with such an approach?
HONK HONK!
Look at the world. Look at how world governments commit atrocities in their backyards.
Look how our media looks the other way and inundates us with cat pictures and
government-approved tragedies. How can anyone be taken seriously?
We don’t need to go into specifics. We don’t need to call out the news conglomerates and
the social media companies. We don’t need to provide sources for all the times twitter and
facebook banned accounts and deleted their histories. All that content, all that truth, deleted
because it didn’t fit the desired narrative.
What a joke!
Serious, thought provoking journalism is drowned out and obfuscated by clickbait and
memes. Uncomfortable truths are swept under the rug of political correctness. Enemies of the
state are not just silenced, they’re deleted.
We might as well acknowledge that we live in a clown world.
In a media environment where memes spread virally, what better vector than a serious
news platform that HONKS in everyone’s faces?
It’s no wonder that satirical news shows or satirical sites like The Onion are so popular.
It’s time to embrace the meme.

TOKENOMICS
INTRODUCING THE CLOWN WORLD FINANCE TOKEN

$HONK

$HONK is a DEFLATIONARY Token with the following redistribution scheme:
3% Fee on Every Transaction distributed to all holders
5% Fee on Every Transaction goes into liquidity

TOKENOMICS BENEFITS
REDISTRIBUTION FEE
3% of every transaction is redistributed to holders, providing value and giving
an incentive to hold and remain a part of the community. The only way for
Clown World to flourish is by nurturing the community, and this is one small
part of that.

LIQUIDITY FEE
5% of every transaction is automatically deposited as liquidity for the token.
This protects against price manipulation by whales and ensures that the
minimum value of $HONK will naturally increase over time.

LIQUIDITY LOCK
The Developers have locked in 10BNB (Approx. $5,500 USD as of April 28,
2021) of funds INDEFINITELY. This money is not going anywhere, which
means even from day 1, $HONK tokens have guaranteed value. We’re that
serious about this project.
With the initial liquidity lock and the liquidity fee, the minimum value of
HONK rises the more it is used.

